New students embarked on their learning journey at UniSIM, starting with the Student Orientation held on 14 January 2012. More than 920 students attended their respective Dean’s and Head of Programme’s briefings. The students also had workshops and hands-on sessions on key areas that are important to their study such as how to access the Student Portal, My UniSIM Portal and Library resources. The Coffee-Tea-A Tete sessions at the atrium provided further opportunities for students to interact with their new course mates and other academic staff. It was an informative and fun filled day for our new students and all went home with their new course materials, eagerly awaiting the start of their exciting learning journey at UniSIM. Welcome to UniSIM!
Check out what our new students say about their experience in the recent Student Orientation.

Sisters Ang Ke Ling and Ang Ai Ling together with their cousin Chua Chew Ong are among the freshmen who attended the student orientation on 14 January 2012. UniSIM caught up with the trio to share their experience.

**Ang Ke Ling - BSc Business**

“The Orientation is very useful to all fresh students, like me. It provides helpful information regarding the course and I get to know new friends too. Thanks for the efforts in organizing the Orientation.”

**Ang Ai Ling - Bachelor of Social Work**

“Orientation helped freshmen to prepare for upcoming challenges, managing expectations and sharing of survival tips during our years of study at UniSIM. I have made a few new friends from the same programme and also from other schools.”

**Chua Chew Ong - BSc Business**

“I felt that the Orientation is good as it made me realise that the school has a helpful team and high standard of IT Support. The IT infrastructure provides convenience for online assignments submission and other school administrative matters. The briefing session offered useful tips for students to balance work, school and family.”

Once again, welcome to UniSIM!
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